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Introduction

Dear Partner,

University Settlement has grown, shifted, and evolved in the 90 years of our existence. 
True to our history of responding to the Slavic Village community’s needs, the Settlement has 
welcomed a number of changes in the past few years. New programs, new faces. Anyone 
who comes to work for University Settlement is in for a whirlwind first year of meeting new 
people, learning their own jobs, as well as understanding the programs our staff carry out 
every day.

In 2013 and 2014, the agency started to expand. We were selected to be the lead agency for 
2 CMSD Investment Schools, Fullerton and Mound STEM School, and hired our first school-
based employees. We received funding from the United Way  to provide services addressing 
chronic absenteeism and literacy at Willow School,  a longtime partner of the Settlement. 
Additionally, we created Building Strong  Families, an expansion of our Healthy Fathers 
program to assist any parent or  guardian to be the best support to their children they can be.

In 2015, we began a strategic planning process under the direction of Ascend Advisors with 
University Settlement staff and board members composing the steering committee. In this 
strategic plan, we commit our energies to six measurable goals created by staff, board of 
director members and other stakeholders. These goals fit squarely within our core mission, 
vision and values.

Our plan will ensure University Settlement continues to distinguish itself from its peers, and 
are just ambitious enough to provide the sense of urgency necessary to achieve something 
significant. Rest assured, we are under no illusions that our efforts will be without challenge. 
This planning document is flexible, allowing us to be responsive to those challenges while 
still adhering to the plan’s goals.

In creating this document, we have drawn once again on our internal and external resources 
to learn from our past, appraise our current condition and look to the future. The Strategic 
Plan represents the best efforts of the University Settlement community to articulate a clear 
set of goals, strategic initiatives and tactics that will guide us toward our sustainable future.

We are deeply grateful to the many people, including staff and board of directors, who gave 
so generously of their time and their insights to create this plan.

Now we ask the University Settlement community to come together once again as we face 
an even greater challenge. As we put this plan into action, we will need, more than ever, the 
spirit of collaboration. We invite everyone who cares about University Settlement to use 
this Strategic Plan as our common guide toward building an organization that fulfills our 
collective potential to become an exemplar of excellence in our community.

This plan presents the pathway forward. We hope that you will join us on the journey.

Derrick Fulton
Executive Director

Derrick Fulton
Executive Director

Geoffrey Goss
Chairman of the Board

Geoffrey Goss
Chairman of the Board
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Executive Summary

The Board of Directors and Staff of University Settlement developed this strategic plan with assistance from 
Ascend Advisors Consultants. It provides University Settlement with a three-year roadmap for supports, services and 
organizational development. The Board of Directors and staff will review progress quarterly and update the plan 
annually as needed.

University Settlement advances a shared vision:

Fostering relationships to build community.
With this Strategic Plan, University Settlement sets forth a refined Mission Statement:

We offer the individuals and families we serve resources
by which they can learn, grow, and thrive.

This plan was developed with broad involvement and guidance from the Board of Directors and staff.  
The Strategic Planning Committee included five board members and eight staff members. This Committee  
met to reflect on the mission, vision, core operating values and assumptions underlying the organization’s  
approach to its work. These meetings set the stage for three work sessions of the strategic planning  
committee during which the organization’s strategic direction was defined.

Ascend Advisors Consulting facilitated the planning process using an adaptation of the principles of the  
Appreciative Inquiry Strategic Planning, incorporating the VUCA (VUCA is an acronym used to describe or  
reflect on the volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of general conditions and situations.) as  
a concept that enhances SWOT (SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)  
and elements of the traditional strategic planning model. Ascend Advisors conducted an environmental  
scan including an internal organization assessment and interviews with several community stakeholders  
including, but not limited to, community partners, funders, volunteers and neighbors.

From this process emerged six strategic areas of focus. Specific strategic initiatives and recommendations  
within each of these areas are detailed in the full plan that follows.
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Our History
University Settlement is a nonprofit social service agency located in and serving Cleveland’s Broadway-Slavic Village 
neighborhood. Founded in 1926 by what is now Case Western Reserve University, the Settlement initially sought to help 
Eastern European immigrants adjust to life in America. Over time, the needs of the community changed and in the 1970s, 
University Settlement chose to focus its programming on the populations considered most vulnerable: youth and seniors. 
Today, University Settlement seeks to empower the community in everything we do and offers ten programs to meet the 
ever-evolving needs of residents. Services offered range from youth out-of-school programs, adult wellness, and family  
stabilization to workforce development, hunger relief, and rehousing support for the recently homeless.

Vision
Fostering relationships to build community

Mission
We offer the individuals and families  
we serve  resources by which they  
can learn, grow, and thrive.

Core Values
•   Excellence
•   Integrity
•   Mutual Accountability
•   Dignity
•   Inclusiveness

In an effort to fulfill our mission, University Settlement is committed to:

•   Excellence in all aspects of our work
•   Serving our community with respect and dignity
•   A customer-centric orientation to our programs and services
•   Having our “feet in the street” to encourage authentic community engagement and  

ongoing community dialogue
•   Aligning our programs and services to address current and pressing community needs and  

being nimble so as to be able to adjust offerings in line with evolving community needs
•   Building our visibility in the community to be as accessible as possible to those we strive  

to partner with and serve
•   Operating with a collaborative spirit
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Our Community–Challenge Poverty
In accordance with our mission, the services we provide are tailored to address the challenges that exist in the lives of 
the residents of the Broadway–Slavic Village neighborhood. This community is one of concentrated poverty in the City 
of Cleveland, the poverty rate of which continues to exceed that of the City of Cleveland as a whole. This is evidenced in 
recent census data:

2010 Census data Cuyahoga County City of Cleveland Broadway-slavic Village
Poverty Rate (individuals) 16.39% 31.15% 35.59%
Poverty Rate (children <18) 24.72% 45.98% 44.67%
Poverty Rate (seniors, 65+) 10.85% 20.29% 27.75%

 

Our Solutions
Our solutions are designed to support the basic needs of children & families impoverished in our community and lead 
them into a pathway of self-sustainability.

Family Services
Family to Family

Building Strong Families
Housing

Community Support Services
Hunger Center

AmeriCorps NEO Skills Corps
Magic Johnson Community Empowerment Center

Senior Services Adult Wellness

On-Site Youth Services
SmartY’s

Summer Camp

School-Based Youth Services Willow School
School Readiness Coordinator
Grade Level Reading Specialist

Lead Agency for Community  
Wraparound Initiative

Fullerton School
Mound STEM School

 NEO-CANDO, http://neocando.case.edu
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Organization of the Strategic Plan
This strategic plan is intended to be a management tool for University Settlement. This plan has two purposes. First, it 
presents the most comprehensive compilation of the plan and its component parts. It is a record of the strategic planning 
process and the decisions reached by the Board of Directors and staff. Second, it is a reference guide for strategic planning. 
At the beginning of each section a box includes a definition of the component part. There are a few footnotes with ad-
ditional helpful tips about how University Settlement can use the information in the plan. In the future University Settle-
ment may choose to produce a summary version of the plan for distribution to its primary and supporting partners and 
other stakeholders.

Strategic Plan Process
Ascend Advisors was chosen by the Executive Leadership and the Board of Directors to facilitate the strategic planning 
process on behalf of University Settlement. This effort was largely funded by a grant from The Cleveland Foundation. The 
strategic planning effort was perceived by all as being vital to the sustainable future of this community asset. The planning 
process began in July 2015.

To ensure diverse, inclusive participation, the whole University Settlement system was offered the opportunity to put forth 
their interest in filling one of the 13 Strategic Committee seats. The strategic planning committee consisted of 13 mem-
bers; eight staff and five Board members.

The strategic planning committee met physically and remotely 6 times. Three of these occasions were for their planning 
retreat. On these three occasions, members met at University Settlement to be briefed on research efforts and co-create 
the future agenda of the organization.

Both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies were used to collect data on University Settlement. From a 
qualitative perspective, both dyad level interviews and focus groups were used.

Thematic analysis was used for data analysis and synthesis. This process assisted in the emergence of the organization’s 
environmental scan. Ascend Advisors combined the attributes of the traditional S.W.O.T. model (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, Threats) with the strength based Appreciative Inquiry S.O.A.R. (Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, Re-
sults) model to form a hybrid instrument designed to surface a whole system response.

Themes that emerged from the qualitative effort were then measured through survey research, a mixed methods ap-
proach. While further qualitative data was gathered, much of this effort focused on quantitatively measuring phenomena 
discovered in the initial research effort. Again, data was analyzed, synthesized and reported to the strategic planning com-
mittee for their use. Data was scrutinized for Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity (V.U.C.A.) by the Committee 
then used to co-create S.M.A.R.T.E.R (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time, Evaluate, Revisable) goals.

High level goals and objectives crafted by the strategic planning committee were then further delineated by the executive 
staff of the organization. Through four meetings, some dyad level and small group, objectives and tactical strategies took 
shape.  The strategic plan, combined with the tactical plan, took shape through a six-month process cumulating with its 
formal adoption at the February 2016 University Settlement Board of Directors meeting.
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Environmental Scan
An environmental scan is a process for discovering and documenting facts and trends in the operating environment of an 
organization that are likely to affect the organization in its future work. Scan findings are used to orient strategic planning 
participants on the context in which the organization’s mission is carried out. The scan can also include a summary of 
internal information about the organization and its history including who has been served, results it has achieved and its 
current structure.

It is often put in the framework of a S.W.O.T. (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis. Strengths are 
internal characteristics, qualities, and capacities that are doing well and are part of the reason the organization’s accom-
plishments. Weaknesses are internal qualities that need to be improved. Opportunities refer to external activities or trends 
that the organization may benefit from, connect with or take advantage of to grow or enhance its performance.  Threats 
are external activities or trends that threaten the current and future success of the organization.

Using appreciative inquiry as the guiding technology, stakeholder aspirations were captured as well.  These additions 
answer the question, “What do we care deeply about?” and add a strength based perspective to this process.  Combined 
with S.W.O.T., this addition helps University Settlement better understand and appreciate what they do well, where 
improvement can make a positive influence and note what is most compelling to stakeholders.

The following is a summary of opportunities, threats, strengths, and weaknesses highlighted by the board and staff of 
University Settlement. They represent a small portion of the complete environmental scan attached to this strategic plan.

Strengths
University Settlement’s key strengths include the organization’s 
demonstrated ability to provide high quality and necessary services. 
Staff is committed, and the services and programs offered are 
monitored for quality. When there is a challenge, the organization 
meets it through innovation. University Settlement has an excellent 
reputation in the community and is looked to by other service pro-
viders and funders as a leader.

Weaknesses
Some believe that University Settlement’s transition and growth has led to challenges to human resources. Staff role 
clarity and continuity is suffering and there is a lack of a shared vision amongst the organizational team. Furthermore, 
respondents suggest that multiple cultures exist within University Settlement. Departmental, organizational and 
collaborative partner cultures are mixing, formal and informal norms are in conflict, resulting in cognitive dissonance. 
Lack of adequate communication across organizational boundaries is adding to this challenge. Information often remains 
“trapped in silos” causing important knowledge to be polarized.

Furthermore, lack of structure for coordination among departments and inconsistent administrative support exacerbates 
internal weaknesses. There is a perceived need for improved management practices, use of technology, and increased 
involvement of Board level volunteers. Issues with internal onboarding at both the staff and Board levels was mentioned 
as a weakness. The need for creating a formal onboard process which included mentoring/coaching, career pathway de-
velopment and implementing strategies to decrease the perceived high staff turnover rate. There was a call for additional 
marketing activities to share the University Settlement story internally and externally.

Lastly there is an internal Board/staff level debate on the breadth and depth of University Settlement programs and 
services. Some feel that scarce resources are being directed in ways to support diversity in programs and services, 
sacrificing depth. Others feel the exact opposite. This question may be having a negative impact on shared vision and 
overall engagement. It remains an unanswered question that deserves further deliberation.

opportunities

strengths

threats

Weaknesses
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Opportunities
The opportunities considered most important included:

elevated relationships with external partners/funders

• Implications: Increase our ability to create programs that truly impact the University Settlement service  
area. Partnerships with organizations like Stella Walsh, the Slavic Village Development Corporation, Boys  
& Girls Club, Neighborhood Housing Inc. and more will help University Settlement further stabilize its  
service area.

service area unmet needs

• Implications: There is a noteworthy perception that within the University Settlement service area exist  
prospective clients that are currently unserved and have unmet needs. These segments include prospective 
clients with a criminal history and/or mental health issues.

Fund development

• Implications: A better devised portfolio of fund development activities including bequests, ‘friend raisers’,  
individual campaigns, capital campaigns, estate planning, corporate sponsorships, and more.

social enterprise

• Implications: There is an internal conversation happening at multiple levels that involves the creation  
of a social enterprise. This ‘business’ would help support organization operations budget and possibly  
provide opportunities to those served by University Settlement. While this concept is in its infancy, it  
exists nonetheless.
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Threats
The threats considered direst included the perception of inadequate facilities/physical plant.

• Implications: Internal and external stakeholders of University Settlement almost unanimously agree that 
their aging facilities may be hindering their ability to efficiently and effectively deliver programs and services. 
Funders are concerned that University Settlement will be unable to adequately serve the needs of their service 
area with limited and deteriorating physical plant capacity. Internally the disjointedness of multiple facilities 
may be having a negative impact on organizational culture and employee engagement.

dependence on ‘cookie cutter’ funding 
Funding doesn’t keep up with University Settlement service area’s specific needs.

• Implications: University Settlement needs to assess the real demand for its services, increase alternative  
funding options, and be prepared to explore other opportunities for generating revenue. The program and  
services ‘breadth vs. depth’ decision must be made at the Board level.

Staffing challenges:
It is difficult to maintain an engaged, competent, staffing pool with the perception of higher than average  
staff turnover.

• Implications: Although increased efficiency and technology may help, high turnover leads to increased  
administrative costs. To respond, University Settlement needs to increase fund raising, empower employees, 
develop an internal leadership pipeline, engage employees in a shared organizational vision, create and  
maintain a desirable culture, and increase staff opportunity for growth.

Other threats mentioned included:
• The service area transitioning demographics.
•  There are a lot of nonprofits in Cuyahoga County, many public demands on limited economic resources  

and volunteers and donors may not be engaged forever.

Quoted aspirations For  
UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT:

“FOR ME, IT’S PEELING BACK THE BARRIERS FOR CLIENTS IN THE  
NEIGHBORHOOD AND HOW DO WE BETTER MEET THEIR NEEDS.”

“THE AGENCY REMAINS FINANCIALLY SOUND AND CONTINUES  
TO BE THE HUB OF SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY.”

“TO PARTNER WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHEN POSSIBLE  
TO SHARE RESOURCES”
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Facilities & Transportation
Goal 1: University Settlement will provide our services in an optimal location to serve  
our clients.

Programs
Goal 2: University Settlement will ensure our programs respond to community needs,  
are aligned with our mission, and effectively use our organizational capacity.

Human Talent
goal 3: University Settlement will have shared consciousness that uses the strength of  
our diversity to create an inclusive and culturally competent environment.

Marketing
Goal 4: University Settlement will have brand recognition across Greater Cleveland with  
all stakeholders.

Fund Development
Goal 5: University Settlement will have a diversity of funders that support the capacity  
for University Settlement to meet their mission.

Leadership
goal 6: University Settlement will develop and ensure our leaders have the skills, processes,  
and education to meet and exceed our mission. 
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The strategic direction and goals included in this plan are University Settlement’s response to its 
understanding of what stakeholders’ value most about the organization, and current opportunities 
and challenges for offering a high quality system of support in the community.

The three-year period of this strategic plan will be a time of assessing and deepening University 
Settlement’s approaches to its work. Concurrently, University Settlement will continue to take a 
leadership role in working with a broader array of community resources, and it will explore actively 
engaging more staff, volunteers, and stakeholders.

Successful implementation of this strategic plan will result in more quality support and services 
delivered to clients, more clients welcomed in the community and actively involved in community 
life, and a broader array of resources in the community. The ultimate result University Settlement 
aspires to achieve, is far beyond high quality support and services for clients. It is about changing 
community conditions that make full community life possible for every person.

The plan also seeks to ensure accountability as the Board of Directors and staff focus on organiza-
tional goals.

To maximize their potential, the Board of Directors and staff must develop and maintain a clear 
delineation of roles, responsibilities, and relationships, while garnering an understanding of how 
best to coordinate advocacy and deliver necessary resources to the organization.

Built on a wide range of research and community input, the environmental scan and organiza-
tional assessment helped University Settlement assess both the challenges and opportunities it is 
likely to face over the next three years and set the context for the choices reflected in this strategic 
plan. An additional focus of the work included a Best Practice Literature Review designed to pro-
vide models across the country and from subject matter expert in the focus areas defined in the 
plan. It is understood that the recommendations in the Strategic Plan must be balanced with the 
fiscal realities of the City’s budget environment.

The goals in this plan are ambitious yet attainable. The Strategic Plan seeks to set a versatile 
blueprint of University Settlement’s goals and initiatives to allow for the deployment of existing 
resources to address strategic priorities and support sound and defensible decisions. Implementa-
tion of the Strategic Plan is the responsibility of University Settlement’s staff and Board of Direc-
tors and is subject to budget capacity, changing market conditions and continued insight into the 
needs and preferences of current and future service users and the greater Cleveland community.

Direction and Results
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Facilities & Transportation

Goal 1:   
University Settlement will provide our services in an optimal location to serve our clients.

Measure:
 At least 75% of staff and program participants report the University Settlement facility is  
accessible and the space accommodates the administrative and program needs. (Surveys  
conducted bi-annually and a final survey conducted in January 2019)

Objectives:
 •  Assess physical structures and locations for University Settlement to house its programs  

and administrative services by December 2016
 •  Provide the optimal transportation system for clients of U.S. services by December 2017
 •  Raise awareness and funds to support an updated physical location for University Settlement  

programs and administration by December 2018 

“I love the diversity of the staff and  
working with all different kinds of people. 

We take care of each other” 
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Programs

Goal 2:
University Settlement will ensure our programs respond to community needs, are aligned with our 
mission, and effectively use our organizational capacity.

Measure:  
•   All programs have an identified community need based on a reliable 3rd party data source  

(measured annually)
 •   Alignment with the mission statement of University Settlement (reviewed for existing programs  

and new annually)
 •  Staff capacity meets the need of the program (required licenses and/or professional development  

best-practices are reviewed annually) and staff-to-program ratio aligns to best-practices nationally

 Objectives:
•  Strengthen the internal data collection and analysis capacity of U.S. by April 2017
 •  Evaluate our existing services for impact by December 2017
 •  Increase the use of the U.S. “AT” Model by December 2018
 •  Capture and package the “AT” model for third party replication
 •  Assess existing community needs to services within U.S. capacity by December 2018 

Human Talent

Goal 3:  
University Settlement will have shared understanding that uses the strength of our diversity to create an 
 inclusive and culturally competent environment.

Measure:  
•  Mission reflects the importance of diversity to University Settlement and is evident within the physical space 

and operational work of the staff (measured annually)
•  The client ethnic demographics reflect the diversity of the Broadway/Slavic Village community.  

(measured annually)
• The staff ethnic demographics reflect the diversity of our clients. (measured annually)

 Objectives:
•  Create an updated values statement and communicate them across all audiences of U.S. by May 2016
•  Build a culture of transparent and open communication within U.S. by December 2016
•  To develop a process for onboarding new staff, Board Members, and volunteers working at University  

Settlement by December 2016
• Foster a culture that promotes and retains staff who enhance the capacities of U.S. by January 2017
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Marketing & Brand Awareness

Goal 4: 
University Settlement will have brand recognition across Greater Cleveland with all stakeholders.

Measure:  
•  Annual brand recognition measurement taken with at least 3 key target audiences reflecting an increase by 

January 2019

Objectives:
• Design a marketing plan that improves awareness of University Settlement by September 2016
• Implement the communication plan by October 2016
• Evaluate the impact of the marketing plan by December 2018

Fund Development

Goal 5: 
University Settlement will have a diversity of funders that support the capacity for University  
Settlement to meet their mission.

Measure: 
• Increase in net revenue from all sources by 4% annually (measured annually)

Objectives:
• Analyze existing fund development strategies for success by May 2016
•  Develop and implement a fund development plan that incorporates suggested revisions from the  

data analysis by June 2016
•  Analyze new revenue opportunities and develop implementation plans by December 2017, including  

consulting revenue generated by the “AT” model

We offer the individuals and families we serve  
resources by which they can learn, grow, and thrive.
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Leadership

goal 6: 
University Settlement will develop and ensure our leaders have the skills, processes, and e 
ducation to meet and exceed our mission.

Measure:  
•  80% of Board members participate in Board leadership training annually (measured annually)
•  95% of Board members participate in an annual Board retreat and use the time to visit the Strategic Plan goals 

and set their own personal development goals as Board members (annually)
•  A Professional Development committee created and operational within U.S.
•  100% of staff participate in professional development/leadership training within their program area semi-an-

nually. (measured semi-annually)
• 95% of staff participate in professional development/leadership training (measured annually)

Objectives:
• Establish a Professional Development committee within U.S.
• Analyze existing Board of Directors and staff engagement and development processes by June 2016
•  Craft a staff and Board development plan to maximize staff and Board capacity in fulfilling U.S. goals  

by August 2016
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Strategic Action Plan Focus by Year
The following is a summary of the anticipated major focus of activities by goal (in addition to on-going  
operations) for University Settlement Board of Directors and Staff in each year of the strategic plan

Year 1: February-december 2016
All Goals: Shift from strategic planning to plan implementation
Leadership: Conduct a scan of existing Board and staff practices as they relate to on-boarding,  
engagement, and productivity; Establish a Profesional Development committee within U.S.
Programming: Conduct an impact evaluation on existing programs; Advance data collection, analysis,  
and reporting capacity; Develop the use of the “AT” model;
Fund Development: Review existing grant efforts for success and sustainbiliity analysis; Review and analyze  
the existing fund development efforts for success when compared to cost vs. net revenue; Create a grant  
development plan inclusive of staff and Board members, meet and greet with funders, strategy for public  
dollars, etc.; Create an event project plan for any fund development efforts including targeted sponsors to  
realize a net gain increase; Craft a donor ask process that incorporates the Board and staff in a collective  
effort to increase individual donor giving;
Facilities & Transportation: Develop and conduct a feasibilty study; Conduct a transportation system  
analysis and forecast;
Human Talent: Develop and communicate collective shared values of the Board and staff; Establish and  
track baseline measurement to set goals; Implement updated culture for staff;
Marketing: Conduct an analysis of existing marketing efforts including key messages and collateral for  
targeted audiences; Review simliar non-profit marketing efforts across communication streams and  
determine items most aligned to the needs of University Settlement; Craft updated messages by target  
audience and identify how University Settlement will commnicate with each; Implementation of the  
communication plan;

Year 2: January-december 2017
Facilities and Transportation: Communicated the need and secure the funding for updated space;
Programming: Analyze existing community needs annually;
Fund Development: Generate a pricing model for use when consulting on the “AT” model;
Human Talent: Implement updated culture for staff;
Marketing: Evaluate communication plan performance; Evaluation of the marketing plan and identification  
of measurable impact to the stakeholders;
Leadership: Create tactics to support the staff and Board training and development plan.

Year 3: January-december 2018
All Goals: Continue developing, stabilizing and institutionalizing all new activities and initiatives;
Take broad look at lessons learned in terms of successes and obstacles in implementing all new activities  
and initiatives; Plan for a new strategic plan;
Marketing: Evaluate communication plan performance; Evaluation of the marketing plan and  
identification of measurable impact to the stakeholders;
Fund Development: Identify and research unique funding streams;
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Call To Action & Accountability
This Strategic Plan outlines what is to come in the next chapter for University Settlement. While all strategic 
priorities are important, heightened accountability must be held apart from and above all other recommenda-
tions as a central goal that guides University Settlement into its sustainable future. Accountability on the part 
of every key stakeholder group—administration, staff and Board of Directors—ensures successful implementa-
tion of the plan. Fostering a sense of ownership and pride and relying on thoughtful policies and procedures, 
the plan calls on all to do their part.

While the Board of Directors bears the ultimate decision-making responsibility. In conjunction with the admin-
istration, they are accountable for securing financial support necessary to achieving plan objectives.
As University Settlement leaders, administration and staff create and sustain an environment that supports 
change. They must work as a collaborative team, create a ‘safe space’ for organizational learning to occur, fa-
cilitate a resonant conversation on shared vision, provide forward-thinking leadership, communicate progress, 
and applaud innovation.

“The next chapter” has been written— 
it’s time to roll up our sleeves  
and make the vision a reality.



Success is a journey, not a destination.  
       Arthur Ashe

Address: 2057 West Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44102
Phone: (216) 548-2014

Email: info@ascendadvise.com • www.ascendadvise.com

We offer the individuals and families we serve  
resources by which they can learn, grow, and thrive.


